Renew SEG Banner Stand
General Assembly Instructions

1. Connect vertical connectors
together. Tighten both the Screw
and Support Knobs.

2. Connect the frame corners
together. Tighten both Screw
Knobs.

4. Mount feet and tighten Screw
Knobs.

5. Install the silicone-edged
graphics to the frame.

3. Install the horizontal support
bar between the vertical poles
using the Support Knobs.

See Page 2 for more details.
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Renew SEG Banner Stand
General Assembly Instructions
Graphic Installation
Caution! Installing silicone-edged graphics is techniqe sensitive; Practice will
shorten installation time.
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Handle graphics with care with clean hands in a clean environment.
Cloth or latex gloves recommended.
Keep graphics away from sharp objects.

1. Using at least two people,
carefully stand the display up.
Starting in top-left corner, turn
and tuck graphic and silicone
into the channel. (#1 on diagram)
Use your fingertip (not fingernail)
for installation.
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2. Work across the top, tacking the graphic into the channel
every two to three feet. (#2 on diagram)
3. Tuck top, right corner into channel. (#3 on diagram)
4. Tuck remainder of top edge of graphic into top channel.
(#4 on diagram)
5. Inspect graphic for hard fold lines in the fabric. If desired,
smooth them out using a steamer from the back side of the
graphic.
6. Tuck bottom two corners. (#6 on diagram)
7. Tack middle of sides. (#7 on diagram)
8. Working from top to bottom, tuck remaining silicone in
on both sides. (#8 on diagram)
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9. Tack middle of bottom. (#9 on diagram)
10. Tuck remaining bottom edge, working from outside to
inside. (#10 on diagram
11. Repeat installation steps for fabric on back of frame.
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